
Taking Sitting Volleyball To The Next Level 

Within the GTA 

Attention Durham Attack coaches!  We have been given the opportunity to get 

involved with the most successful National Team program in Volleyball Canada 

history. 

Durham Attack has been granted funding from the Canadian Paralympic 

Committee to further develop sitting volleyball with the Durham Region.  One of 

our key activities is to identify four coaches and develop their sitting volleyball 

skills through attendance at National Team training camps.   

Please read the guidelines from our application below and contact our executive 

and Lawrence Flynn (flynn_lawrence@hotmail.com) – if you are interested in 

participating. 

Possible training camp dates include: 

• Men - June 30 - July 3 - Calgary 

• Women - July 12 - 17 - Edmonton 

• Men - August 18-21 - Sarnia 

• Men - September 2-5 - Calgary 

• Women - September 16-18 - Edmonton 

 

A description of our funded project follows. 

 

Project Description 

1. Outline what the First Contact Development Funds will be used for if your application 

is successful.  

 

During the 2010-2011 season Durham Attack introduced 200 of its competitive athletes to 

sitting volleyball, then ran the first sitting volleyball house league in Canada.  We did this with 

the assistance of a Volleyball Canada volunteer.  Our plan for 2011-2012 it to formally train a 



set of coaches and expand our program from a drop-in program to an official team that trains 

for and competes in the Ontario Championships in 2012. 

Stage One of this project is to have four club coaches, two male and two female, attend and 

assist in National Team training camps during the Summer/Fall of 2011.  Stage Two of the 

project is to have the newly trained coaches take ownership of the Club’s sitting volleyball 

program for the 2011-2012 season and to develop it from a weekly drop-in to a biweekly 

training session for athletes in the Learning to Train and Training to Train athlete LTAD stages. 

 

2. Explain why your project is important. Clearly state how it fills a gap, builds on an 

opportunity, fits within LTAD and your development plans, and who will benefit from 

the funding, etc. 

 

This project takes sitting volleyball from being a game that the Club coaches and athletes have 

played a couple of times, to a useful tool in their repertoire of volleyball skills and coaching 

techniques, that can be used to enhance sitting volleyball participation in Durham region, 

within  the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) and the entire province of Ontario.  Durham Attack 

wishes to build capacity within the club to allow us to greater serve the development needs 

within the GTA.  There is a gap between the demand/need for sitting volleyball opportunities 

and coaching expertise, and our current situation with an ad hoc facility and the expertise being 

heavily dependent on one individual.  Expanding and developing the skill level and knowledge 

base of more coaches within the club will fill this gap and raise the participation and profile of 

the sport to the next level. 

Sitting volleyball development skills in Durham Attack are currently in the early stages, 

Fundamentals and Learning to Train, however the LTAD level for the club’s athletes is 

considerably higher, Training to Train for most and Training to Compete for the highest level 

club members.  This project will close the gap between the coaching capabilities within the club 

and the level of coaching that current athletes require, further enhance the training 

opportunities for athletes with a disability in the GTA. 

 

3. List the outcomes you hope to achieve as result of your project, including both 

quantitative (e.g. number of people reached, etc) and qualitative measures (skills and 

knowledge acquired, improvements made, etc)? 

 

Stage One of this project will directly affect four individuals that will in turn bring their 

knowledge base and skills directly to hundreds of young athletes in the GTA during Stage Two 

of the project.  The intent of the project is to have both experienced and novice NCCP certified 



coaches, levels 1 – 3, participating in the program.  The knowledge acquired form participation 

in the training camp will assist the coaches when producing challenging and creative training 

sessions for the coming season.  The program will enable Durham Attack to provide weekly 

training opportunities for athletes with a disability in a highly skilled environment and to field a 

highly competitive team in the inaugural Sitting Volleyball Provincial Championship taking place 

in April of 2012. 

 

B4. How will you be tracking participation and what challenges do you anticipate? 

 

Each participating coach in Stage One will provide a brief report on the training camp including 

how they felt their participation was beneficial and how they will be applying the skills in the 

Club’s sitting volleyball program.  As with many programs for athletes with a disability there 

exists a difficulty in developing a large enough participant base to make the program viable.  

This problem will be overcome by having the able-bodied members of the club fully 

participating ensuring the coaches will have full teams on the court for all training sessions. 

 

B5.  How will you evaluate the results? 

 

Success of the program will be evaluated in two areas.  The first will be in the numbers of 

participants in the bi-weekly sitting volleyball sessions; the second will be the results of the 

Club’s sitting volleyball team at the 2012 Provincial Championships. 

 

6. Do you anticipate that your program will be sustainable without future financial 

assistance from CPC?  What steps (if any) do you plan to take to help ensure the 

sustainability of your program?   

 

Once we have a core group of coaches working in the club with their teams, showing other 

coaches sitting volleyball techniques, the program will become a regular part of the Durham 

Attack experience.  Athletes will register with the Club with the anticipation of learning both 

volleyball and sitting volleyball skills.  This demand will ensure the sustainability of the program. 

 


